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Benedikt Adlers
Benedikt Adlers
Species: Abwehran Nightwalker
Gender: Male
Age: 25 Abwehr years (88 years)
Height: 6'2
Weight: 215
Organization: Abwehran Star Empire
Occupation: Senator
Current Placement:

Benedikt Adlers in Roleplay

Benedikt Adlers is a player character played by Nevaron and is currently involved not involved in a
roleplay plot .

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'2 Mass: 215 Measurements: Build and Skin Color: He is a rather ordinary built Nightwalker
with a light grey skin color.

Eyes and Facial Features: Blue eyes. with a thin compact face

Hair Color and Style: Black hair, groomed back

Distinguishing Features: His most distingushing figure is that he has none. He is an ordinary looking
Nightwalker that most people wouldn't give a second glance at. This is something he tries to exploit in
political opponents looking to undermine him, but don't know where to start.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Benedikt is an honest, kind-hearted, intelligent man with a gift for politics. He has a way
with words, and knows how to put it to the best use. He wishes to put his new political power to a good
use and truely help people everywhere.

Likes: To debate on just about anything. Dislikes: Liars, bullies, and unfair actions. Goals: To help the
collective
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History

Family (or Creators)

Achim Adlers (Father) Abigail Adlers (Mother) Greta Adlers (Sister) Julie Adlers (Sister)

Pre-RP

Benedikt grew up in a rather small household with his parents and two beautiful little sisters. He grew
interested in politics when he started High School, running for student president every year and winning.
He held many minor offices in the political system, working himself all the way up to where he stands
today.

Skills

Public Speaking

Benedikt is not just merely good at speaking in front of large crowds, he enjoys it. Where many people
would be nervous and having slight cases of stage fright, Benedikt is at home.

Communication

Benedikt is capable of speaking fluent Trade as well as Abwehran.

Knowledge (Law)

Having worked as many different minor government offical postitions Benedikt is well aware of the many
laws that are in effect and why. As well as loopholes they present for the less scrupolous.

Leadership

Benedikt is an unassuming kind of leader who would rather do something with his own power but knows
how to delegate responsibility equally among smaller offices.

Humanities (Philosophy)
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Aside from public speaking, there is little that Benedikt likes to do than debate the “big” questions. Such
as “Why are we here?” or “Do I have a greater purpose”. Mostly he debates more for the fun of the
debate than to actually prove any particular point.

Entertainment (Storytelling)

Benedikt can also spin a fairly good tale. He likes to tell a lot of fantasical nonsense when telling stories,
but usually with a seed of truth or a moral to them. He's considered writting them down, but usually is
too busy to take such a task.

Mathematics

Benedikt can crunch numbers fairly well. He can do his own finances and taxes and he knows most of his
formulas from his schooling, but still needs a calculator of some type to figure some of the harder ones
out.

Finances

Benedikt Adlers is currently a in the . He receives a weekly salary of -salary- per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Benedikt Adlers
Character Owner Nevaron
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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